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A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO
LEGAL WRITING & LEGAL METHOD

Second Edition
By

John C. Dernbach, Richard V. Singleton II,
Cathleen S. Wharton, and Joan M. Ruhtenberg

Heralded as the "most popular legal writing course text of the
1980s," the first edition of A Practical Guide to Legal Writing
& Legal Method helped revolutionize the way legal writing is
taught and was "by far the most widely used legal writing book
in the late 1980s" (Neal Feigenson, Director, Legal Skills
Program, University of Bridgeport School of Law, 41 Journal
of Legal Education 508 (1991)).

Following in its predecessors footsteps, the second edition of
the work has further redefined legal writing as it is taught

today and has become even more popular than the original edition.

Revised and expanded, A Practical Guide to Legal Writing and Legal Method,
Second Edition contains nine extra chapters that address the legal writing process
in much greater detail, together with a teacher's manual.

The following areas are covered:

¨ Basic principles for drafting a
discussion

¨ How to describe the law
¨ How to explain an analysis
¨ Signposting a discussion

¨ Revising and editing
¨ How to reach conclusions on various

issues
¨ Different sources of law
¨ Briefs to appellate and trial courts

C



The second edition has the same accessible format as the first; it divides the process
of thinking and writing about legal problems into steps, explains the steps, illustrates
good and bad ways of applying the steps, and provides focused exercises to reinforce
good legal writing skills. Three new appendixes -- two trial court briefs and a second
memo -- have also been added. Charts have also been included to help students
analyze various legal problems and their particular elements.

The first edition was adopted for classroom use at about ninety law schools during its
peak years in the late 1980s. The second edition is used in even more law schools, and
is written as a book that can make legal writing the course that integrates the first- year
curriculum. The methods and writing skills in the book teach and reinforce the basic
skills for "thinking like a lawyer."

A Practical Guide to Legal Writing & Legal Method, Second Edition has
received an overwhelmingly positive response . . .

“This book's approach, to both trial and appellate briefs, is the most thorough and intensive
one that I have encountered. It puts the student reader through an experience which is the next
best thing to working with a senior litigator on a real case. All worthwhile approaches to
advocacy involve the identification and articulation of issues, but this deep approach puts the
student through an experience which is more real and more intensive than is normally found
in teaching materials.”

David W. Craig, President Judge
Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania

This edition also combines the practical legal experience of Dernbach and Singleton
with the extensive legal writing teaching experience of Cathleen Wharton--Director of
the Legal Writing Program at the University of Georgia School of Law, and Joan
Ruhtenberg -- Director of Legal Writing at the Indiana University School of Law at
Indianapolis.
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